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Abstract 

Electric flight is of increasing interest in order to reduce emissions of pollution and 

greenhouse gases in the aviation field in particular when the takeoff mass is low, as in the case 

of lightweight cargo transport or remotely controlled drones.   

The present investigation addresses two key issues in electric flight, namely the correct 

calculation of the endurance and the comparison between batteries and fuel cells, with a 

mission-based approach.  As a test case, a light Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) powered 

exclusively by a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane fuel cell with a gaseous hydrogen tank was 

compared with the same aircraft powered by different kinds of Lithium batteries sized to 

match the energy stored in the hydrogen tank. The mass and the volume of each powertrain 

were calculated with literature data about existing technologies for propellers, motors, 

batteries and fuel cells.  The empty mass and the wing area of the UAV were amended with the 

mass of the proposed powertrain to explore the range of application of the proposed 

technologies.  

To evaluate the efficiency of the whole powertrain a simulation software was used instead of 

considering only level flight. This software allowed an in-depth analysis on the efficiency of all 
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sub-systems along the flight. The secondary demand of power for auxiliaries was taken into 

account along with the propulsive power.   

The main parameter for the comparison was the endurance but the takeoff performance, the 

volume of the powertrain and the environmental impact were also taken into account.  The 

battery-based powertrain was found to be the most suitable for low-energy applications while 

the fuel cell performed better when increasing the amount of energy stored on board. The 

investigation allowed the estimation of the threshold above which the fuel cell based 

powertrain becomes the best solution for the UAV. 

 

1. Introduction 

The reduction of pollutants and greenhouse gases emissions from aircraft is a topic of 

increasing interest. Even if air travel accounts for 2% of global CO2 emissions, this proportion 

is set to grow in the future [1]. The industry is reliant on a selection of measures to contribute 

to reduce emissions [2] - [3] amongst which is the increased use of electricity.  

Battery based and fuel-cell powertrains are used either as auxiliary power units for aircraft or 

as an electric propulsion system, for small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [4]-[5]. 

Unmanned aircraft are used in a variety of military, homeland security, and civilian 

applications. Electric propulsion is preferred for its advantages: quiet operation, higher safety, 

precise power management and control.  

Recently, a certain number of fuel-cell powered small unmanned UAVs and transport 

airplanes have been tested [6]-[9] . Hydrogen is a clean-burning fuel that produces heat and 

electricity if combined with oxygen with only water vapor as a by-product (from a tank-to-

wing point of view).   However, hydrogen is not an energy source but an energy carrier 

obtained by other sources of energy, such as reforming natural gas or by water electrolysis. 

Indirect pollution and greenhouse gas emissions should be carefully evaluated [10] to assess 

the well-to-wing environmental impact of hydrogen aircraft.  Fuel cell systems are able to 
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guarantee high specific energy as well as high efficiency and so they prove to be convenient in 

some aeronautical applications [11]. 

Several types of fuel cells with different electrolytes can be used to power aircraft and they 

can require compressed or liquefied hydrogen. Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel 

cells are the most commonly used and are appropriate for the application to UAV owing to 

their small size and their light weight [12] -[21]. For this reason they were chosen the test 

case considered in the present investigation to explain the proposed procedure. 

Most studies on fuel cells applied to aircraft are exclusively conceptual. Only few works 

considers the usage of fuel cells on light or ultra-light aircraft [15]-[21] where battery-based 

powertrains are usually preferred. However, batteries have many drawbacks, the main being 

the limited values of power and energy density, that is the power and energy per unit mass 

and volume. These aspects discourage the use of batteries in heavier aircraft. In addition, the 

capacity and the life time of batteries are affected by many factors like discharge and recharge 

currents, operating temperature,  etc. [20].  New battery technologies are under development  

but the present investigation focuses on Lithium batteries because they are the most 

commonly used for electric powered aircraft, are mass produced and readily available [22]. 

Battery-based powertrains also allow zero emissions from tank-to-wing point of view and, in 

addition, avoid the emission of water vapor in the atmosphere.   

Recently, some efforts have been dedicated to the comparison between the two available 

technologies (batteries and fuel cells) for electric flight [23]-[25]. The comparison requires a 

correct estimation of electric endurance and must take into account the amount of energy 

stored on board. Note that the battery system stores energy in form of electricity while in the 

case of PEM fuel cells, energy is stored in form of compressed gaseous fuel.  

For conventional powertrains, thermal engines burning liquid fossil fuels , the amount of 

energy on board is not a key issue because of the very high gravimetric and volumetric 
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density of liquid  fuel [22]. For these systems  the endurance is usually evaluated in conditions 

of level flight  using the well-known  Breguet formulas [26].   

Breguet formulas can be used for fuel cell-based powertrain but not for the battery-based one, 

because the dependence of battery capacity on the discharge current makes it difficult to 

establish the actual energy available during the flight. Moreover, the concept of overall 

efficiency is meaningless because of the complexity of the charge/discharge processes.  

Traub [27] proposed a formula to evaluate the endurance of battery-based powertrains in 

level flight that was corrected and validated experimentally in  [28].  Another correction was 

proposed by Avanzini et al. [29] that underlined the increasing of the battery during level 

flight to compensate the reduction of voltage.  

In the present investigation, a new approach is proposed to evaluate the efficiency of an 

electric aircraft. This approach is derived from the automotive field where it is a common 

practice to compare different drive trains on the same driving cycle [30], i.e. a series of data 

points representing the speed of a vehicle versus time.  To apply the method to the aircraft 

field, a “mission” is defined as a series of data points representing the speed and the altitude 

of the aircraft versus time.  At any point, the efficiency is evaluated by using detailed models 

for each powertrain sub-system.  In particular, an efficiency map is used for the propeller 

while the fuel cell and the batteries are simulated with electrical equivalent circuit network 

models, that are characterized by simplicity, speed and acceptable accuracy [31]-[32]. 

The endurance calculated at level flight will be henceforward referred to as Gross Endurance 

(GE) while the terms Net Endurance (NE) will be used for the endurance evaluated with the 

proposed method.  

The investigation consists of three parts.  The first describes the proposed mission-based 

approach. In the second part the Gross and Net Endurances of a battery-based and a fuel-cell 

based UAV are analyzed over two different missions with an initial content of energy on-
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board of about 2 MJ. The takeoff performance and the environmental impact of the proposed 

powertrains was also taken into account.   

In the third part of the investigation, the energy on board is increased up to five times the 

initial value and the gross endurance is used to define a threshold above which the fuel cell 

based powertrain becomes the best solution for the electric UAV. 
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1 Specification of the UAV and modeling approach 

In the present investigation the authors considered, as test case, a small and light UAV whose 

specifications were derived from literature [21] and reported in   Table I. 

Table I – Specification of the aircraft  [21] 

Aircraft specifications value 

Wing area [dm2] 188 

Aspect ratio 23 

Wing span [m] 6.58 

Tail area [dm2] 45.5 

Length from nose to tail [m] 2.38 

Static thrust/weight 0.165 

Wing airfoil SD-7032 

Airframe mass [kg] 7.4 

 

Two virtual powertrain were considered (see Figure 1).  The propeller and the electric motor 

were assumed to be the same for both cases.  

 

a) Fuel cell based powertrain 

 

b) Battery-based powertrain 

Figure 1 – The proposed powertrains 

The propeller considered in the present investigation is a 22×10 APC E. The mass of the 

propeller is 169 g [33] and its speed was set equal to 3000 rpm in the simulations. The 

efficiency was calculated with a performance map as explained later. 

For the aim of selecting an electric motor for the aircraft, the authors made use of Drive 

Calculator 3.4, an on-line tool to match motors and propellers [34]. Among the several electric 

motors compatible with the propeller , the Hacker C50-10 L Acro Competition brushless 

motor was chosen because of its low weight, small size and long life [35]. The selected electric 
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motor has a mass of only 423 g, including the gearbox. It was equipped with a Spin Master 

125-opto controller whose mass is 160 g. The Spin Master 125-opto controller needs an 

operating voltage from 12 V to 50 V and it is directly connected to the motor in order to 

provide the required current and voltage.  

This gear is incorporated into the Hacker motor C50-10 L Acro Competition and it assures a 

6.7:1 reduction between the motor axis and the propeller axis [35]. 

1.1 The fuel-cell based powertrain 

The demonstrator UAV found in literature  [21] has a fuel-cell based powertrain with  a 500 W 

32-cell self-humidified hydrogen-air PEM fuel cell.   

The hydrogen tank consists of a carbon fiber/epoxy cylinder with a capacity of 192 Standard 

liters (about 17g). Assuming the Lower Heating Value (LHV) of Hydrogen equal to 0.12 MJ/g, 

the energy stored on board with the 192 SL tank is equal to 1.93 MJ. 

The characteristics of  the fuel cell and the hydrogen tank are summarized in Table II [21]. 

The same PEM fuel cell and the same storage system was considered in the present 

investigation.  

Table II – Specification of fuel cell and hydrogen tank 

Specification value 

Number of cells 32 

Cell area [cm2] 64 

Working temperature [K] 333.15 

Storage pressure [MPa] 31 

Storage capacity [SL] 192 

Peak output power [W] 465 

Specific electrical power [W/kg] 52 

Specific electrical energy [Wh/kg] 7.1 
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1.2 The battery-based powertrain 

Three different technologies [36] were considered for the battery-based powertrain: Lithium 

Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4), Lithium Polymer (LiPo) and Nickel Based Cathode (LiFP6) . Their 

specifications are shown in Table III.  

To reach the same content of energy of the fuel-cell based powertrain (1.93 MJ),  the nominal 

capacity of the battery was set equal to 13Ah for all technologies while the number of 

elements in series was adjusted as in Table III.  

Table III – Specifications of the batteries 

Type 

Rated 
capacity 

Cnom 
[Ah] 

Peak 
current [A] 

Max 
continuous 
discharge 

current [A] 

Peukert 
coefficient 

Single 
battery 

voltage V [V] 

Number of 
elements in 

series Nb 

Bus 
voltage 
Vbus [V] 

LiFePO4 13 130.0 39.0 (3C) 1.005 3.2 12 38.4 
LiPo 13 130.0 65.0 (5C) 1.050 3.7 11 40.7 

LiFP6 13 71.5 28.6 (2.2C) 1.300 3.6 11 39.6 

 

The actual battery energy content Eb (in MJ) is equal to 1.80 MJ for the LiFePO4 battery pack, 

1.90 MJ for the LiPo battery pack and it is equal to 1.85 MJ for the LiFP6 case. 

1.3 The missions  

The flight level and the true airspeed (TAS) time histories considered in the present 

investigation are depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Two different missions named “smooth” 

and “rough” respectively were considered. The “smooth” mission is a typical flight profile for 

an aircraft, based on the rate of climb, cruise speed and rate of descent derived from [21].   

The “rough” mission was considered to simulate real world flight conditions for small drones.   

In particular, the “rough” mission was obtained from the “smooth” one by adding a 

disturbance with the same amplitude and frequency of the portion of experimental mission 

found in [21]. Points A-D in Figure 2 and Figure 3 will be used to underline the variability of 

the propeller efficiency in the following section.  
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a) smooth mission 

 

b) rough mission 

Figure 2 – Flight level vs time for the proposed missions 

 

 

a) smooth mission 

 

b) rough mission 

Figure 3 – True Air Speed (TAS) vs time for the proposed missions 

1.4 Modeling the energy flows in the powertrain 

The energy flows in the proposed powertrains were calculated with PLA.N.E.S., an in-house 

simulation and optimization software for conventional and innovative powertrains for 

aircraft [37]-[39]. Detailed information about the simulation code and its validation can be 

found in [38]. 
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The PLA.N.E.S. software uses a backward simulation approach, i.e. the time histories of speed 

(V) and altitude (z) are used to calculate, at any time step, the thrust power to be delivered by 

the powertrain.   

The thrust (T) is obtained by considering the equations of motion normal and along the flight 

path  [26]: 

2

2

1
cos SVc

dt

d
V

g

W
WL L


 =−=  (1) 

W
dt

dV

g

W
WDT  +++= sin  (2) 

Where γ is flight path angle and the drag force can be written as: 

2

2

1
SVcD D=  (3) 

W is the weight of the aircraft, cL is the lift coefficient, ρ is the air density at the current flight 

level, g is the gravity constant, S is the wing area. The flight path angle is obtained by the 

mission profile as:  

dt
dz

V
=sin  (4) 

The rolling force μW depends on the friction coefficient μ and it is zero in flight while the 

gravitational force Wsin(γ) is zero in level flight. 

The drag polar is expressed by:   

2

20
e

LDD c
b

S
cc


+=


 (5) 

where cD0 is the zero lift drag coefficient, b is the wing span and e is the Oswald’s efficiency 

factor.  The values of e (0.8) and cD0  (0.019) were assumed as suitable values for small UAVs 

[40], [41]. They were verified by applying the proposed simulation model on the recorded 

flight conditions of  [21] and comparing the resulting power request with the data reported in 

[21].    
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When the airplane is powered by fuel, the fuel consumption entails a mass variation with 

respect to the overall mass at the start of mission.  However, this effect is negligible for the 

proposes fuel cell powertrain because the mass of hydrogen is less than 0.5% of the takeoff 

mass for all the cases considered in the present investigation. 

The required electric power Pel can be found from:   

aux

motp

el P
VT

P +



=


 (6) 

where Paux is the electric auxiliary power, ηmot and ηp are the efficiencies of the motor and the 

propeller, respectively.  

The electric auxiliary power (see Figure 4) was arbitrary assumed for lack of data. It was 

included in the investigation because it is important to underline that propulsive power is not 

the only request to be satisfied by the battery/fuel cell, particularly in the descent phase. 

 

Figure 4 – Electric auxiliary power vs time for the proposed missions 

1.4.1 The propeller sub-model 

The propeller efficiency at any time along the mission is calculated by entering the 

performance map and interpolating the iso-efficiency lines (as in  Figure 5).  The map is 

entered by calculating the advance ratio J:  
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nD

V
J =  (7) 

and the thrust parameter CT:  

  

42Dn

T
CT


=  (8) 

Where V is the aircraft speed, n the propeller speed in rpm, D the propeller diameter, T the 

required thrust and ρ the air density  

The propeller map was drawn from performance data available on the APC web site [33] and 

is reported in Figure 5 together with some working points along the “rough” mission to 

underline the variability of propeller efficiency  . 

 

Figure 5 – Map of the propeller (contour lines=efficiency)  and working points along the 

“rough” mission 

For all the powertrain the efficiency increases from 0.1 at the beginning of takeoff (J=0) to 

0.73 at the end of climb (point A) with an average of 0.55. During cruise efficiency changes 

continuously in the rough mission. For example, it is about 0.64 in point B and 0.75 in point C. 

In average it is 0.78 for all the powertrains. During descent and landing, the efficiency 
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decreases from 0.72 (point D) to 0.1 (J=0).  The average values of efficiency will be used to 

calculate the gross efficiency.  

1.4.2 The motor sub-model 

The efficiency of the electric drive (motor and controller) was set equal to 0.9 in all points of 

the mission because a full performance map was not available. However, the proposed 

methodology is assumed to take into account the variability of motor efficiency with speed 

and torque [35].  

The overall required electric power for propulsion and auxiliaries (see eq. 8) is given in Figure 

6 for both the smooth and rough missions. For the battery-based powertrain, the figure shows 

only the results for LiFP6 because the curves for the other kinds of battery are almost 

identical.   

 

a) smooth mission 

 

b) rough mission 

Figure 6 – Electric power  request vs time for the proposed missions 

1.4.3 The fuel cell sub-model 

The PEM fuel cell sub-model receives as input the electric power elP  and calculates the fuel 

cell current according to the number of cells nFC and the cell area AFC in cm2 by inverting the 

following correlation proposed in literature[42]: 
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where iFC is in expressed in A, PFC is expressed in W. The model parameters E, r, A, i0, in, m and 

q were identified by minimizing the Euclidean distance with an experimental curve of the fuel 

cell tested in [42] that was very similar to that used in the present investigation.   

The values found with the minimization procedure are given in Table IV. 

Table IV – Estimated parameters of the fuel cell sub-model 

Name E r A i0  in M q 

Unit [V] [Ω/cm2] [V] [A/cm2] [A/cm2] [V] [cm2/A] 

Value 0.953 0.389 0.01856 3.22·10-5 0.00045 2.44·10-5 7.22 

 

The fuel cell efficiency ηFC   (Figure 7) can be expressed as: 

FCFC

FC

FCFC

FC
FC

in

P

Hin

PF 
=




=

6795.02
  (10) 

where F = 96485.4 C/mol is the Faraday constant and ΔH = 284000 J/mol is the chemical 

reaction energy. 

The instantaneous hydrogen consumption QFC is directly proportional to the instantaneous 

current iFC : 

FCFCFC inkQ =  (11) 

where QFC is expressed in kg/s, and k is 1.0262·10-8 kg/(A·s). 

The instantaneous consumption can be evaluated from the required electric power as in 

Figure 7.  Note that the hydrogen fuel consumption is not linearly proportional to power 

because of the  non-constant efficiency of the stack also shown in Figure 7.   
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Figure 7 – Instantaneous consumption of hydrogen and fuel cell efficiency vs required power 

Instantaneous fuel consumption and total hydrogen consumed in the two missions are given 

in Figure 8. 

  

Figure 8 – Instantaneous hydrogen consumption and total required fuel along the proposed missions 

In the “smooth” mission, the instantaneous hydrogen consumption has a maximum value of 

4.17 mg/s at take-off and a steady consumption of 2.53 mg/s in cruise. In the “rough” mission, 

several high consumption peaks are found.  

The total fuel consumption is about 5.42 g for the “smooth” mission and 5% larger for the 

rough mission. 
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The time history of the fuel cell current for the two missions is shown in  Figure 9 together 

with the results of the battery powertrains. Note the large peak of required power at the end 

of the climb phase and the high frequency peaks during the descent in both missions.  

The efficiency of the fuel cell is, on average, 0.43 at take-off and 0.52 at cruise. These values 

will be used to evaluate the gross efficiency of the fuel cell-based powertrain.  

With the proposed model, the fuel cell is assumed to be able to follow the dynamic of the 

rough mission. However, this could not be the case  in reality, the dynamic response being one 

of the drawback of the fuel cells due to hysteresis phenomena [43] that can be solved by 

considering a hybrid powertrain (i.e. by adding a battery). 

1.4.4 The battery sub-model 

The battery current I at time t is calculated from the power Pel(t): 

)(

)(
)(

tV

tP
tI el=  (12) 

To calculate the battery voltage V(t), the battery is modelled as a voltage generator that is 

connected in series with a resistor, whose value R is equal to the battery internal resistance. 

The voltage V at time t is a function of the open circuit voltage OCV , that, in turn, depends on 

the SOC (evaluated at the previous time step).  

)()()( tIRtVtV OC −=  (13) 

As suggested by Tremblay et al.[44], the open circuit voltage is calculated as the sum of three 

terms: a constant voltage E0, a polarization term and an exponential loss: 
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The values of the parameters R, E0, A, K and B depend on the battery technology and are 

reported in Table V for the selected battery technologies: LiFePO4, LiPo and LiFP6. These 
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parameters were obtained by comparison with experimental discharge curves [46] using the 

procedure proposed by Tremblay et al. [45].  

Table V – Estimated parameters of the battery sub-model 

 LiFePO4 LiPo LiFP6 

R (Ω) 0.0010 0.0010 0.0008 

E0 (V) 3.2 3.7 3.9 

K (V) 0.00035 0.00078 0.00045 

A (V) 0.4574 0.5458 0.3058 

B ((Ah)-1) 1.5000 0.1000 1.3569 

 

The reduction of capacity when the battery is discharged at a current higher than the nominal 

current (equal to 1C) is a phenomenon widely studied in literature [46]-[51]. It was taken into 

account by introducing a pseudo-effective current Ieff, defined as proposed by [46]. 

1−











=

bn

nom

eff
I

I
II  (15) 

where nb is the Peukert coefficient that depends on the temperature, the concentration of the 

electrolyte and the structure of the batteries [46]-[51]. The values of the Peukert coefficient nb 

are reported in Table III.  

The electric current curves along the missions for the proposed powertrains are illustrated in 

Figure 9. The maximum value of current draw from the battery along the proposed missions is 

8A. This corresponds to about 0.6 C and is below the maximum continuous discharge current 

for all the technologies (see Table III).  Note that in the “smooth” mission, the power during 

the cruise phase is constant (Figure 6). Nevertheless, the battery current increases with time 

because the voltage drops with battery state of charge (see eq 16). This is particularly evident 

for the low-performance LiFePO4 battery and affects the aircraft endurance as explained 

later. 
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a) smooth mission  

 

b) rough mission 

Figure 9 – Fuel cell and the battery currents versus time along the proposed missions 

The actual state of the charge(SOC) of the battery at time t along the mission is calculated as: 

t
C

tI
ttSOCtSOC

nom

ffe
−−=

)(
100)()(  (16) 

Along the proposed missions, the SOC decreases with time and the final value depends on  

battery typology and mission specification as shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 – State of Charge of the batteries vs time along the proposed missions 
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The final values of SOC values are lower in case of the rough mission because additional 

power is required to lead the aircraft back to the flight level when the altitude decreases as a 

consequence of the unstable flight.  
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2 Comparison of the powertrains with the initial energy content 

The mass and the volume of the proposed powertrains when the energy content is 1.9MJ is 

shown in Table VI.  The peak power is also reported. In the fuel cell powertrain, the power is 

limited by the fuel cell nominal power, while in the battery-based case it is limited by the 

motor peak power (600W).  

Table VI – Specification of the proposed powertrains 

Type 
Energy 
source 

Aircraft mass m 
(kg) 

Powertrain 
mass (kg) 

Powertrain 
volume (m3) 

Peak power  
at take-off [W] 

PEM fuel cell 
and relating 

plant 
hydrogen 16.6 9.2 0.0083 465 

LiFePO4 electricity 12.9 5.5 0.0023 600  
LiPo electricity 12.7 5.3 0.0022 600  

LiFP6 electricity 13.3 5.9 0.0035 600  

 

The mass evaluation is essential to estimate correctly the performance of the powertrains.  

At take-off the most important specification is the peak power per unit mass that affects the 

acceleration and the required runway length.  From this point of view, the best solution is 

represented by the LiPo battery-based powertrain with 45 W/kg versus 28 W/kg for the fuel 

cell system. 

At cruise, the most important parameter is the “overall efficiency” considered as the product 

of propeller, motor and power source efficiencies. The overall efficiency parameter influences 

endurance, fuel consumption and environmental impact.  

The efficiency of the propeller and fuel cells at take-off and cruise were obtained from the 

results of PLA.NE.S as already explained. In concert with the (constant) efficiency of the 

motor, they allow the conversion losses of the powertrain to be calculated. 

For the battery powertrain, the nominal energy efficiency of the three kinds of battery was 

considered to evaluate the “storage losses” [47].  
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The overall efficiency and the losses in the components of the powertrain are shown in Figure 

11. The best powertrain is again the LiPo case with a total efficiency of 68% at cruise and 48% 

at takeoff; the worst one it the fuel cell powertrain with an average of 25.7% at takeoff and 

30.2% in cruise. In the case of battery-based powertrain, the largest amount of losses are in 

the propeller because of the high efficiency of the other components while the conversion 

losses of the fuel cell itself are the most critical in the fuel cell-based powertrain. 
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b) cruise 

 

Figure 11- Energy balance of the proposed powertrain 

2.1 Gross endurance  

The endurance of the powertrain is an important design parameter for the UAV and depends 

on both the overall efficiency at cruise and the aircraft mass.  Thus, the LiPo is expected to 

give the best results. 

In case of batteries, the gross endurance Ebatt in hours of an aircraft can be calculated as 

proposed in literature [26]:  
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where Rt is the battery hour rating, that is the discharge time over which the capacity is 

determined (1 h for all batteries analyzed in the present investigation). ηtot is the total 

efficiency at cruise (Figure 11), nb is the Peukert coefficient (Table III) and Preq is the power 

required to overcome the drag. The power Preq is obtained by: 
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The endurance is maximum  [26] when the speed V is equal to  UE :  
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Note that this approach considers the efficiency of the propeller constant and the battery 

voltage invariant (consequently the current drawn from the battery is also constant). Eq. (19) 

was validated experimentally and it was found to overestimate the electric endurance in level 

flight by 10-14% [28].    Some corrections to this approach have been proposed in literature 

([28] ,[29]) . However, these works refer to level flight conditions and do not take into account 

the variability of power request in the whole mission that causes the battery current to 

change over and over again, as shown in (Figure 9).  

In the case of the fuel cell, the hydrogen consumption is calculated from the required power 

Preq (Figure 7) and the gross endurance EFC in hours is estimated by the ratio between the 

storage capacity CFC in kg and the fuel consumption converted in kg/h (i.e. neglecting the 

variation of aircraft weight along the mission).  The estimated maximum values of gross 

endurance are reported in Table VII together with the actual gross endurance, i.e. the 

endurance calculated at the actual cruise conditions (aircraft speed equal to 13.6 m/s).  

Note that the best values of max endurance and range are obtained with the LiFP6 battery 

because of the highest value of the Peukert coefficient. Its gross endurance is 16% higher than 

in the case of LiPo.  The performance of the fuel cell is quite poor with the reference value of 

energy stored on board (1.9 MJ).  However, for the fuel cell, the max and actual gross 
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endurances differ only by 15%. This is because the best efficiency speed (6m/s) is closer to 

the cruise value (13.6m/s) than in the battery case (average value 5.1 m/s)  

The differences among the different powertrains become less evident when the actual gross 

endurance is considered. In particular, the PEM fuel cell actual endurance is only 7% lower 

than that obtained with the LiPePO4 battery pack.  

Table VII – Gross endurance and range of the proposed powertrains (1.9 MJ) 

 
PEM 

fuel cell 

LiFePO4 
battery 

pack 

LiPo 
battery 

pack 

LiFP6 
battery 

pack 

Max gross endurance (h) 4.8 6.4 8.2 9.5 

Actual gross endurance (h) 4.1 4.4 5.4 6.0 

 

2.2 Net endurance 

The net endurance is calculated by extrapolating the results of PLA.N.E.S. along the proposed 

missions.  In particular, for the battery-based case, the SOC curves of Figure 10 were 

prolonged up to fully discharge the batteries (SOC=20%).  Similarly, the fuel consumption 

curves of Figure 8 were used to calculate the flight time at which the on-board hydrogen is 

consumed.  

The mission based values of endurance are compared with the single point analysis gross 

endurance in Figure 12. Note that the LiPo battery gives the best results with the mission-

based approach even if the difference with the LiFP6 is very small. However, the LiFP6 have a 

longer cycle life (3000 vs 800 of the LiPo battery) [47].  
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Figure 12 – Single point and mission-based endurance  with the initial energy content 

The presence of the disturbance in the rough mission determines a reduction of net 

endurance of about 8% for the battery-based powertrain and 6% for the fuel cell system. In 

average, the net endurances with the smooth and rough missions are, respectively, 47% and 

44% of the actual gross endurance estimated with the correlations found in literature. To 

explain the difference between gross and net endurance, the overall propulsive mission 

efficiency η is calculated as the ratio between the required propulsive energy Ep and the 

energy consumption Ec:  
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 where τ is equal to the simulation duration. 

In the case of batteries, the energy consumption is calculated as:  

100

(%)SOC
EE bc


=  (21) 

 where Eb is the battery energy content and ΔSOC (%) is the percentage difference between 

the initial and the final values of SOC.  As the initial SOC is 100%, ΔSOC (%) is obtained by 

subtracting the final values of Figure 10 to 100 in all considered cases. 

For the fuel cell-based powertrain, the energy consumption is calculated as:   
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in which E is the fuel cell energy content, MFC(τ) is the consumed hydrogen and CFC is the 

hydrogen storage capacity. 

The comparison between the mission efficiency η and the single-point efficiency at take-off 

and cruise ηtot is given in Table VIII. 

Table VIII – Propulsive efficiency of the proposed powertrain 

 fuel cell LiFePO4 LiPo LiFP6 

single-point efficiency at take-off 0.20 0.44 0.48 0.40 

single-point efficiency at cruise 
ηtot 

0.37 0.63 0.68 0.57 

smooth mission efficiency η 0.28 0.41 0.44 0.44 

rough mission efficiency η 0.26 0.40 0.43 0.44 

 

Note that the mission-based efficiency is significantly lower than the single-point efficiency at 

cruise. This explains the results of Figure 12. On the other hand, the differences between the 

smooth and the rough mission are mostly due to the higher power request.  

2.3 Environmental impact 

The well-to-tank (WTT) emissions of the proposed powertrain depend on the energy mixing 

used to generate the electricity or the hydrogen fuel.  In the case of batteries, WTT emissions 

are affected by the national electricity generation system.  An average emission of 0.337 kg of 

CO2 per kWh of electric energy was obtained in 2013 [52] in Italy. The differences in 

emissions among the different battery technologies are negligible because of the similar 

power request.   

The emissions of CO2 in the case of the fuel cell can be estimated by taking into consideration 

the possible options for hydrogen production, namely reforming and water electrolysis. In the 

reforming process, methane obtained from natural gas is heated with steam to produce a 

mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. In the electrolysis case, a direct electric current is 

used to drive a chemical reaction. This process is highly inefficient because of the large 

amount of electricity required to split the water molecule. To obtain 1 g of H2, 9.827 g of CO2 
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are produced by the reforming process and 32.468 g of CO2 are emitted on the air by the 

electrolysis process [53].  

The Well–To-Wing emissions estimated for the two electric powertrains are shown  in Figure 

13.  Note that CO2 emissions are much greater when the powertrain is based on fuel cell 

particularly if hydrogen is obtained from electrolysis.  However, this is a result related to the 

present Italian context.  The environmental impact of both kind of powertrains is zero from a 

WTW point of view if renewable energy is used to recharge the battery or for the electrolysis. 

Emissions associated to manufacturing and disposal are important for both powertrains but 

they were neglected in the present investigation [54]-[55]. 

 

 

Figure 13 – Well-To-Wing emissions of carbon dioxide for the proposed powertrains in the Italian 

context 
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3 Increasing the energy content 

For the initial value of stored energy content (1.9 MJ), the battery-based powertrain won over 

the fuel cell system. However, the result could be different if the energy content (and thus the 

endurance of the aircraft) was increased. To this, a suitable analysis was carried out by 

considering battery packs with different number of elements and fuel cell with different 

hydrogen capacity. 

For the fuel cell case, the increase of energy stored on board was simulated with different 

approaches: 

a) by increasing the number of fuel tanks, each with a capacity of 192SL; 

b) by interpolating literature data to estimate the mass of the tank when increasing the 

capacity from 192SL to 993 SL. 

In the second approach, the data provided by Linde S.r.l. [56] were used for the interpolation 

as shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14 – Empty mass of hydrogen tanks versus stored fuel in Standard Liters (SL) 

 

Accordingly, the number of battery elements in parallel was increased to match the energy 

content.   

The increasing mass of the powertrain in both the battery-based and the fuel cell based 

powertrain would be so high as to require a re-design of the UAV. To take into account this 
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aspect, the empty mass and the wing area of the UAV were upgraded by keeping constant the 

ratios between total-to-empty mass and the total mass-to-wing area. The efficiency of the 

propeller and motor are assumed to be the same even if these components should be resized 

to account for the larger thrust request. 

Since the largest differences between the fuel cell and the batteries were obtained on the max 

gross endurance, this parameter will be considered to drawn a threshold over which the fuel 

cell gives the best result. Moreover, this is easier to calculate with respect to the net 

endurance.  

The results obtained with the two approaches are shown in Figure 15. The data of LiFePo4 are 

shown for completeness even if this battery could have been already excluded from the 

comparison.  

In the case a) (more tanks) , the LiFP6 battery gives the largest endurance for all the values of 

the energy content. The LiPo battery and the fuel cell guarantee almost the same endurance 

for an energy content comprised between 6 and 10MJ.  

 
Figure 15 – Gross endurance vs energy content without changing empty mass and wing area 

The use of a single tank with increasing capacity (case b) limits the increase of aircraft mass 

and makes the fuel cell GE become greater than the endurance of LiFP6 batteries when the 

energy content is over 5 MJ, as shown in Figure 15. 
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a)  

 

b) 

Figure 16 – Powertrain volume and aircraft mass to empty mass ratio vs energy content without 

changing empty mass and wing area 

 

However, it is important to specify that this energy content is obtained by means of 39 

LiFePO4 batteries, 34 LiPo batteries and 35 LiFP6 batteries. Accordingly, the total aircraft 

mass is 22.1 kg when it is powered by LiPo batteries, 23.8 kg in case of LiFP6 and 18.5 kg for 

the fuel cell. The increasing of the ratio of aircraft mass to empty mass with energy content is 

shown in Figure 16a for all the proposed powertrain while the volume occupied by the 

powertrain is in  Figure 16b. 

This means that the UAV needs to be redesigned to sustain the increased mass and volume of 

the powertrain when increasing the energy content. For this reason, a final case was 

considered by adjusting the empty mass and the wing area of the UAV with the energy 

content. To this, the ratios of aircraft mass to empty mass and wing area to aircraft mass were 

kept constant by adjusting the empty mass and the wing area. The resulting values of wing 

area and wing span are shown in Figure 17. 
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a) wing area 

 

b) wing span 

Figure 17 – Wing area and span vs energy content  

The values of gross endurance for this last case are given in Figure 18. The fuel cell 

powertrain gives a higher endurance than all the battery configurations for an energy content 

higher than 4MJ. For this value of energy content, the empty mass and the wing specification 

in the case of fuel cell are very close to the initial values while in the case of LiFP6 battery, the 

empty mass and the wing area are about twice the initial values.  

To further increase the endurance, it can be useful to consider  hybrid propulsion systems 

using both batteries and hydrogen tanks as energy storage systems as proposed by [57]. 

 

Figure 18 – Gross endurance vs energy content obtained by changing empty mass and wing area 
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4 Conclusions 

The present investigation compared the performances of battery-based and fuel cell based 

powertrains for an all-electric unmanned aerial vehicle. LiFePO4, LiPo, LiFP6 battery 

technologies were examined for the purpose and the number of batteries in series and in 

parallel was chosen by matching the energy content of the hydrogen tank of the fuel cell-

based powertrain. 

The endurance was calculated using both a single point (gross endurance) and a mission 

based approach (net endurance). The gross endurance was evaluated with a correlation 

proposed in literature while the net endurance was obtained from the aircraft simulation 

model. The mission-based approach calculated hydrogen consumption or battery state of 

charge versus time along a pre-determined mission. 

 For the initial value of energy content (1.9MJ) the batteries proved to win the challenge 

because of the lower total mass required with respect to the fuel cell and, in particular, the 

LiFP6 technology was the best one in terms of max gross endurance and the LiPo won over 

the mission. The estimated well-to-wing environmental impact was also lower for the battery 

with the Italian electricity generation system.  

The net endurance was found to be remarkably lower than the gross endurance for all 

powertrains. This justifies the approach of the authors (mission-based analysis) with respect 

to the simpler approaches used in literature. The effect of oscillations around the desired 

flight level and TAS was also quantified to have a more precise value of endurance for the 

proposed small UAV.  

With the mission based approach, the difference of flight time between LiPo and LiFP6 

technologies was very small. The flight time was sensibly lower in case of LiFePO4 batteries. 

This was due to the greater number of batteries and to the greater mass required to even the 

fuel cell energy content out when equipping the aircraft with LiFePO4 batteries. 
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The fuel cell powertrain performed better when increasing the amount of energy stored on 

board. Different hypotheses were formulated about the mass of the hydrogen tanks and of the 

whole aircraft when increasing the energy content. In the more realistic hypothesis, the fuel-

cell-based powertrain gave the best results (highest gross endurance) for an energy content 

higher than 4MJ.  This threshold value of energy content corresponds to a negligible increase 

of the aircraft empty mass, powertrain volume and wing area in the case of the fuel-cell 

powertrain while the aircraft needs to be redesigned in the case of the battery-based 

powertrains.  
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